
INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

One Source. Many Modes. Endless Solutions.

Mode Transportation’s nationwide end-to-end truck 
and rail services provide the most reliable intermodal 
transit solution for moving your products. Our network 
of trusted partners, and unyielding commitment to 
customer service, helps get it right every time.

WHY CHOOSE MODE TRANSPORTATION FOR YOUR 
INTERMODAL NEEDS? 

Mode Transportation is among the largest intermodal 
service companies in North America. Our long-term 
relationships with every major rail provider give 
Mode Transportation customers continuous capacity 
and competitive negotiated rates. Through the recent 
acquisition by Hub Group, Mode Transportation now 
has direct access to the largest pool of intermodal 
containers in the country. We manage every phase 
of every move, including origin drayage, rail linehaul 
and destination drayage. 

      Standard Marine, High Cube and Domestic   
      Rail Containers

      Temperature Controlled (Refrigerated and Frozen)

      Dry and Hazardous Material

      Drayage

      
      

      Multiple mode options

      Shipment visibility

      Fluid truckload conversions

      Coordinated truckload consolidations

      Negotiated rail rates and rail billing

      Load tendering

      Accounts payable/receivable management with  
     carriers

      Expedited car order process

      Cross-border moves to and from the United States,  
      Mexico and Canada

      Historical data and lane analysis

      Claims and routing management

SPECIALIZED INTERMODAL SERVICES

PLUS THE VALUE OF MODE 
TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITIES



THE ADVANTAGES OF MODE TRANSPORTATION’S INTERMODAL 
SERVICES

Mode Transportation is the single source for all of your intermodal needs. 
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Full range of services  –  we manage all the details, from the transportation 
bidding process to final delivery and payment settlement. Mode 
Transportation’s customers spend less time managing multiple draymen 
and rail lines.

Access to capacity – our well-established partnerships give you capacity 
when and where you need it.

Competitive pricing – our national buying power and volume savings help 
you predict and control costs.

Consistent, on-time, quality service – through our quality controls and 
our defined provider network.

Expertise in temperature controlled, specialty services and transloading 
– giving you flexibility throughout seasonal surges, peak times and climate 
variations.

Complete pick-up, transit and delivery coordination – we manage all 
aspects of start-up to ensure a smooth transition.

One bill convenience – pre-auditing of invoices and bill pay simplifies your 
accounting processes.

Increase operating efficiencies and visibility – with Mode Transportation’s 
proprietary state-of-the-art transportation management system (TRITAN™).

Reduce your carbon footprint – through Mode Transportation’s intermodal 
rail services which provide a greener transit solution.

MODE TRANSPORTATION

Mode Transportation is an 
asset-light based third-party 
logistics company focused on 
delivering truck brokerage, less-
than-truckload, intermodal and 
international services.  Mode 
Transportation encompasses  a 
vast network of operation centers 
across North America to meet 
our customers’ needs.  Mode 
Transportation is headquartered 
in Dallas and is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Hub Group.


